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Young woman left devastated after
she transitioned to a man and had her
breasts, uterus and ovaries removed
sues psychiatrist for approving
hormone therapy after meeting him
only ONCE
• Jay Langadinos, now 31, transitioned from a woman to a man in her early 20s

• She is suing psychiatrist for professional negligence over her transition to a man

• Ms Langadinos said she has been left with 'injuries and disabilities' after surgery

• She claims Dr Patrick Toohey failed to take enough precautions over transition 

By DANYAL HUSSAIN FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 14:19 AEST, 24 August 2022 | UPDATED: 09:46 AEST, 25 August 2022

A woman who transitioned to a man is suing her psychiatrist for professional
negligence after he approved her hormone therapy despite only seeing her for a
single appointment. 

Jay Langadinos, then 19, first met psychiatrist Dr Patrick Toohey on May 7, 2010, after
telling a doctor she 'had always felt she was a boy rather than a girl', a statement of
claim filed in the NSW Supreme Court said.  

Jay was assessed by Dr Toohey to determine if she was suitable for transition
treatment and, following a single meeting, Dr Toohey ruled that she suffered
from gender dysphoria and signed off on the therapy going ahead. 

However, in court documents seen by Daily Mail Australia, Jay alleges the
recommendation was made despite him admitting she had social phobia and didn't
know that 'psychological factors could influence the outcome of gender transition'.

Dr Toohey also 'strongly' recommended that Ms Langadinos receive social and family
therapy, though she didn't receive either. Despite this, the doctor later approved
surgeries to remove her breasts and womb as part of the transition. 

Now, aged 31, Ms Langadinos is suing Dr Toohey for professional negligence and
claims he failed to take the necessary precautions over her transition.
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Jay Langadinos was living in Sydney and identifying as male when she first saw psychiatrist
and gender transition doctor Patrick Toohey in 2010

 Ms Langadinos claims the surgeries have left her suffering with 'injuries and disabilities'

In her statement of claim, Ms Langadinos said Dr Toohey should have realised she
might be autistic and referred her for further assessment by a specialist.

She also says her social phobia should have been treated before any hormone
therapy and that she wasn't given any information on how the transition would affect
her fertility. 

Ms Langadinos claims the surgeries have left her suffering with 'injuries and
disabilities'.

She also listed several issues she has faced 'as a result of the negligence'. 
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poses in a slinky top
and tiny mini skirt
during photo shoot
Sheer daring! 

Baz Luhrmann's
former assistant says
working for the
eccentric director was
'hardest job' he's ever
done

Do YOU recognise this
man? Child star of
iconic Aussie ad from
the early 2000s is all
grown up in new TV
appearance

Jennifer Flavin is
pictured without her
wedding band 11 DAYS
before she filed for
divorce from Sylvester
Stallone

The Masked Singer
Australia's Mahalia
Barnes puts her
Mittagong block of land
on the market for $2
million one year after
purchasing it 

John Farnham will
spend weeks in
intensive care with a
'tube stuck down his
windpipe' after the
singer had part of his
jaw removed

Social media goes wild
for Ryan Reynolds'
documentary Welcome
to Wrexham which sees
star buy underdog
Welsh soccer club
The new Ted Lasso! 

Bachelorette star Ali
Oetjen shows off her
new huge underboob
tattoo as she flashes
her toned midriff in a
outrageous halterneck
top

Celebrity chef Mario
Batali settles with two
women who accused
him of sexual assault
over claims he kissed
and groped them

Em Rusciano calls for
people with ADHD to
have access to
disability insurance as
she reveals her
undiagnosed condition
ruined her radio career

Britney Spears plugs
new collaboration with
Elton John ... as she
deactivates her popular
Instagram account

The Masked Singer
viewers accuse the
show of 'budget cuts'
after noticing all four
judges wearing the
SAME outfits for three
straight episodes

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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They include masculinisation as a result of hormone therapy, loss of her breasts,
uterus and ovaries.

She also cited complications from hormone therapy including early menopause,
anxiety and depression.

Ms Langadinos says her psychological functioning is impaired and her capacity for
employment has diminished because of the transition. 

In an interview with The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald, Ms Langadinos
alleged that Dr Toohey was negligent and added: 'Knowing that I can't have children
is absolutely devastating.'

Dr Toohey's office declined to comment when approached by Daily Mail Australia. 

According to the documents filed by Ms Langadinos, after their first meeting, Dr
Toohey noted she had been distressed at primary school for having to dress as a girl.

He also noted that she had a 'tomboy' manner, was sexually attracted to females, did
not have friends, and her parents 'were not accepting of her transgender issues'.

In a letter to an andrology fellow at Concord Repatriation General Hospital, Dr
Toohey admitted Ms Langadinos had 'a past history of significant social phobia and
depression which may have been beyond gender dysphoria'.

Ms Langadinos is suing Dr Toohey for professional negligence and claims he failed to take the
necessary precautions over her transition (stock)

In 2020, Ms Langadinos said she realised that 'she should not have undergone the
hormone therapy or the first and second surgeries'.

In January 2020, she also took advice on ending testosterone treatment.

Ms Langadinos said she had a complicated home life and attraction to girls led to her
feeling 'defective' at 17. 

Searching for answers online, she came across gender dysphoria and thought 'that's
what I have'. 

However, she said her transition led to even more unhappiness.  

'As my unhappiness grew, I felt the cause of my unhappiness was because I was not
male, so the answer was to change my body even more,' she said.

'I had a breakdown, couldn't function for an entire year. I couldn't get out of bed. I
wish at the time I knew how much I was hurting and why.'

Solicitor Anna Kerr, of NSW's Feminist Legal Clinic, referred Ms Langadinos' case to
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New Selling Sunset
cast member Bre Tiesi
flashes taut tummy in
LA... nearly two months
after welcoming Nick
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Legendary

Gogglebox star Yvie
Jones slams fatphobic
language and says
larger bodies are
'nothing to be ashamed
of'

Angie Kent's shock
sex confession as she
reveals the bizarre item
she wears while getting
'down and dirty'

Kiss arrive in Sydney
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leg of their End of the
World
Sydney Rock City! 

A$AP Rocky steps out
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recording studio in New
York... after pleading not
guilty to firearm charges
in Los Angeles

Hey Hey's John
Blackman says John
Farnham faces a
difficult recovery after
part of his jaw was
removed in mouth
cancer battle
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following ex-husband
Ben Affleck and
Jennifer Lopez's
wedding
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Lopez, 53, is spotted
wearing VERY
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Australian brand before
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Seven News claims
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network declares
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top-rated breakfast
show
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Flavin seen for the first
time since she filed for
divorce from Stallone at
$57 million Palm Beach
estate with daughter
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Aussie model, 22, is
left shocked after a fan
sent her lifelike mould
of his private parts
'He was low-key packing!' 
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Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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Share or comment on this article: Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES
psychiatrist for negligence

legal firm Slater and Gordon.

'We can expect to see extensive litigation in future years related to gender-affirming
cross-sex hormones and surgeries,' she said.

The case next appears in the NSW Supreme Court before a registrar on Friday.  
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Kate Langbroek recalls
harrowing days of being
bullied at high school
by the blonde 'D-block
girls' for being a
Jehovah's Witness with
a brunette bowl cut

Bella Hadid
showcases her endless
legs in striped mini
dress as she grabs
lunch with her equally
stylish mother Yolanda
Hadid
Legs for days! 

Channel Seven's star
meteorologist Jane
Bunn stuns with new
look - after revealing the
secrets behind her
enviable figure

Em Rusciano blames
her undiagnosed ADHD
for disastrous radio
career after admitting
her behaviour was
'appalling'

Married At First Sight
star launches an
OnlyFans account with
her TWIN SISTER as she
complains the show 'did
not reflect who I truly
am'

How Australian Below
Deck star Hannah
Ferrier dropped 7.5kg in
a MONTH after tucking
into take-away meals
following the birth of
her first child Ava

EXCLUSIVE  Logan
Paul's new romance
with Leonardo
DiCaprio's ex Nina
Agdal is confirmed as
the millionaire Youtuber
is seen with the bikini-
clad beauty in Mykonos

Olivia Wilde SLAMS ex
Jason Sudeikis in
bombshell interview as
she calls serving her
onstage an 'ATTACK in
her workplace'
'There's a reason I left
that relationship' 

Furious MKR star tells
Manu Feildel to 'get
stuffed' after he
criticised her strawberry
dessert as 'sloppy' and
'undesirable' 

Royal expert says
Meghan should have
expected to still do
official visit after 'fire' in
baby Archie's room that
staff say was a smoking
heater they unplugged

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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Kyle Sandilands' ex-
wife Tamara Jaber is
ENGAGED to gym
owner boyfriend Billy
Kokkinis during
romantic Greek getaway
Keeping up with her ex! 

Major twist in MAFS
break-up as Domenica
Calarco claims rival
Olivia Frazer was
DUMPED by ex Jackson
Lonie - even though she
insists that isn't the
case

MAFS star Carolina
Santos shows her ex
Daniel Holmes what
he's missing as she
flaunts her jaw-dropping
bikini body on post-split
holiday in Ibiza

She's still The Body!
Supermodel Elle
Macpherson, 58, stuns
in a bikini while on
board a luxury boat in
Malta 

Dave Hughes labelled
a 'FOOL' for saying Tori
Spelling is the 'the
biggest star' they've had
on The Masked Singer -
after she was unmasked
as Poodle

Blake Lively makes
very RARE move of
sharing a bikini photo to
Instagram as she
quotes an Olivia
Newton-John song

Shania Twain stuns in
a plunging black velvet
gown at the 15th Annual
Academy Of Country
Music Honors in
Nashville

Demi Moore shares
vacation snap of her
pampered pooch Pilaf in
a sling: 'Travel buddy!'

Khloe Kardashian
takes the plunge in
VERY sexy jean
bodysuit as she models
Good American's Denim
Obsessed collection 

Sylvester Stallone's
wife Jennifer Flavin files
for DIVORCE after 25
years and accuses him
of hiding assets after we
revealed he got tattoo of
her face covered with
his dog

Gary Busey asked
cops to 'talk sex assault
accusers out of
pressing charges' just
one day before THAT
bizarre pants-down park
incident

A VERY 'Rocky'

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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relationship: As
Sylvester Stallone's wife
Jennifer Flavin files for
DIVORCE after 25 years,
FEMAIL lays bare the
wild ups and downs that
led to their split

Coleen Rooney 'signs
multimillion-pound deal
with Disney+ for rights
to tell-all Wagatha
Christie documentary

Britney Spears shows
off her demure side by
modeling a pale blue
puff sleeve dress before
slipping into sheer LBD

The Masked Singer
Australia: Poodle is
revealed to be an
ICONIC actress - leaving
judges Mel B, Abbie
Chatfield and Chrissie
Swan overwhelmed

Fans are convinced
Gerard Pique's new
girlfriend Clara Chia, 23,
is TAUNTING his ex
Shakira, 45, in
'disrespectful' bikini-
clad post

Kim Kardashian looks
out of this world in a
skimpy silver monokini
in sexy new video as
she flashes major
underboob

Harvey Weinstein is
granted an APPEAL on
rape and sexual abuse
charges after jailed
movie mogul's
attorneys insist he did
not receive a 'fair trial'
BREAKING 

Kelli Giddish is
departing from Law &
Order: SVU after 12
season run playing Det.
Amanda Rollins: 'One of
the greatest joys and
privileges of my life'

Ashley Roberts, 40,
puts on a leggy display
in revealing blue dress
as she enjoys sun-
soaked trip to Marbella 

EXCLUSIVE  Katy
Perry wows in a
plunging black swimsuit
with fiancé Orlando
Bloom and their
daughter Daisy
Dove during family
yacht holiday in Italy

Scheana Shay shows
off her incredible
physique in a poolside
bikini snap after tying
the knot with Brock
Davies: 'Post wedding
pool vibes'

Roxy Jacenko

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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purchases an
outrageous oversized
Hermès Birkin that
costs as much as a CAR

Following in her
mother's footsteps!
Madonna's daughter
Lourdes Leon, 25, dons
nipple pasties and
writhes around on a
beach as she releases
VERY racy debut single 

Scott Disick, 39, and
Rod Stewart's daughter
Kimberly, 43, have been
'dating for a few
months' and are 'really
into each other'

Downton Abbey star
Hugh Bonneville set to
play 'dark character' in
new Netflix film I Came
By opposite Line Of
Duty's Kelly Macdonald

Rob Lowe proves he's
an age-defying
heartthrob as he bares
toned physique while
going for a swim in the
ocean on yachting trip
off St Tropez
Great at 58! 

Made In Chelsea's
Maeva D'Ascanio and
her fiancé James Taylor
reveal they are
expecting a son in
sweet gender reveal on
the show
'It's a boy!' 

Ben Affleck's
'emotional' wedding
speech to wife Jennifer
Lopez 'touched on their
2002 engagement'... as
she stuns in three $1M
gowns

The Batman director
Matt Reeves signs a
first-look deal with
Warner Bros... and
reveals he is co-writing
the script for its
forthcoming sequel

EXCLUSIVE  Jennifer
Flavin's brother says
he's shocked to learn
she's filed for divorce
from Sylvester Stallone
and claims the couple
seemed happy earlier
this year

EXCLUSIVE  Jessica
Alves, 39, reveals
'disappointing'
experience of dating as
a single trans woman
and claims people are
'scared' of her look

Eva Mendes looks
effortlessly chic in a
brown polka dot dress
while hosting a brunch
for Skura Style in LA

Will Prince Harry's
'tell-all' book be delayed

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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until next year?
Rumours swirl that the
hotly-awaited memoir's
release date is 'up in the
air' 

EXCLUSIVE  Courteney
Cox, 58, shows off her
gym-honed physique in
a black bikini while
vacationing with her
boyfriend Johnny
McDaid, 46, in Positano

Reese Witherspoon,
46, looks youthful in a
blue floral print dress
she designed for her
fashion brand Draper
James

'Feeling sexy':
Baywatch vet Donna
D'Errico, 54, looks
flawless while dancing
in skimpy red lingerie...
after joining OnlyFans

Gerard Pique's
relationship with new
girlfriend Clara Chia, 23,
is going from strength
to strength as they
attend wedding together
- following his split from
Shakira after 11 years

Taylor Swift and Joe
Alwyn step out for
dinner with Lena
Dunham at a private
members club ... but
singer is STILL ring-free
amid proposal rumours

Nick Cannon is
expecting his 10th child
with model Brittany Bell
as he announces news
with a maternity video
shoot... while awaiting
the birth of ninth child
with Abby De La Rosa

The Block's El'ise
Bothe praises
influencers Elle
Ferguson and Joel
Patfull for quitting the
series two days into
filming

Taylor Swift sued for
more than a MILLION
dollars by author
accusing her of
'stealing concept of
2019 Lover booklet'

Demi Lovato says
being 'overworked' and
'controlled' as a Disney
child star sparked
eating disorders and
drug abuse

'When you send
Robbie Williams out to
do the shopping!' Ayda
Field shares hilarious
clip of her husband
buying groceries

Idris Elba looks suave
as he poses at the star-
studded screening of

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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his new film Beast
where he's joined by
rapper Stormzy
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Johnson, 50, gushes
over daughter Tiana,
four, as she sits on his
lap
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LaBeouf from Don't
Worry Darling over his
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Trafford cricket ground
in Manchester
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Bear-McClard
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shows off her stunning
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as she pouts on the
shore
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a halter dress as she
attends The Patient
premiere

Radio host spots train
commuter with a VERY
awkward reminder
scrawled on his hand in
peak hour
'This is gutless' 

Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen shows off her
bump in a pink floral
dress as she shares
jubilant snaps with her
husband John Legend
on a family break in Italy

Studio 10's Sarah
Harris fills in for veteran
newsreader Sandra
Sully on 10 News First
and admits it was a
'dack crapping
experience'

'Screaming, crying,
throwing up!' Arctic
Monkeys fans go WILD
as band announces new
studio album titled The
Car will be released in
October

'Thinking of him
today': Mick Jagger
pays tribute to Charlie
Watts on the
anniversary of the
drummer's death

The Block's Scott Cam
reduces Rachel to tears
after she blows $1700
on tiles for a
splashback 

Today host Karl
Stefanovic LAUGHS at
Meghan Markle's 'fire
scare' with son Archie -
and calls out Allison
Langdon for faking
sympathy

Princess Mary rugs up
against the cold weather
as she explores
Greenland with local
families during visit for
WWF World Nature
Foundation

Inside Adam Peaty and
girlfriend Eirianedd
Munro's romantic
holiday to Santorini just
DAYS before he
apologised for 'letting
her down' in shock split
announcement 

Georgia Harrison is
seen for the first time
since the death of ex-
boyfriend Jake McLean
as she steps out in a
skimpy bikini top in LA

Founder of the Bondi
Sands tan empire and
his stunning athlete
bride tie the knot at a
$250k-a-week Italian

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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John Farnham's iconic
songs move up on the
iTunes chart following
his shock cancer
diagnosis

EXCLUSIVE  Model
who posed TOPLESS
while kissing semi-
naked female pal in
Finnish PM's official
residence apologises
for 'inappropriate
behaviour' 

The Masked Singer
SPOILER: The winner of
the singing competition
is 'LEAKED' ahead of
the season finale

The Block's El'ise
Bothe reveals she
struggled with her
dyslexia during the
show after host Scott
Cam accused her of
'blowing the budget'

How John Farnham
shook off a 29-year
cigarette habit only to
turn to CIGARS for
another decade before
his horrific mouth
cancer diagnosis

Delta Goodrem looks
pleased as punch as
she poses beside flower
sculpture dedicated to
the singer in Sydney
department store

Australian TV stars
unleash on Meghan
Markle as she releases
her 'unfiltered' Spotify
podcast: 'Just another
way she can talk about
herself'

Tim Robards and Anna
Heinrich are forced to
reduce price of their
Rose Bay home by
almost $1M after failing
to find a buyer for
$3.45m asking price

Kim Kardashian
highlights VERY tiny
waist in a black
Balenciaga jumpsuit as
she arrives to film
YouTube video with
'confidant' Hailey Bieber

Tradie and self-
proclaimed 'girly girl'
says she's been told
she's 'too pretty' to be a
tradesperson and needs
to work harder than
male colleagues to earn
respect of customers

Em Rusciano reveals
the shocking moment
her 'friend' called her
ADHD diagnosis a 'fad'
to her face

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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deny split from Konrad
Bien-Stephen and says
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John Farnham had a
major part of his jaw
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cancer surgery and is
recovering in ICU - as
the warning sign he
MISSED

EXCLUSIVE  Sex/Life
co-stars Adam Demos
and Sarah Shahi spark
secret marriage
rumours as he shows
her around his
hometown in Australia

K-pop's biggest new
girl group NewJeans
has TWO Australian
members... and fans
can't get enough of their
Aussie accent 

Scheana Shay and
Brock Davies are
MARRIED! The
Vanderpump Rules
stars tie the knot at
luxury resort in Cancun,
Mexico with castmates
Brittany Cartwright, Tom
Sandoval and more

John Boyega talks
racist backlash from
Star Wars fans for his
portrayal of Finn... and
he thinks he'll never
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Australian Idol runner-
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says he has a lot to
offer new contestants

Steve Carell suits up
for the Hollywood
premiere of his FX on
Hulu limited series The
Patient alongside celebs
like Patrick Stewart
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Ella Ding reveal they've
'struggled a lot' with
their mental health
since the show

Destiny's Child star
Michelle Williams
reveals the extreme
training
methods Beyonce used
to hone her singing
skills 

EXCLUSIVE  Ben
Affleck gestures
passionately during
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Jennifer Lopez during
honeymoon dinner at
luxe Italian hotel
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Love Island Australia
star Anna McEvoy is
rushed to hospital after
a common health
problem turned into a
'bad infection'

Married At First Sight's
Domenica Calarco
blasts rival bride Olivia
Frazer AGAIN after she
said producers gave
some stars 'preferential
treatment'

Eiza Gonzalez makes
jaws drop as she steps
out for a girls' night in a
sexy semi-sheer top and
matching pants

EXCLUSIVE  Paige
Thorne signs-six figure-
deal with fashion brand
Forever Unique -
marking retailer's first
ever Love Islander
partnership

Jesinta and Buddy
Franklin take their
children to watch former
Wiggle Emma Watkins
perform as her new
character

The Kyle And Jackie O
Show is DUMPED from
the airwaves following a
swearing incident and
technical malfunction

The ratings are IN for
Abbie Chatfield's radio
show... as network
bosses prime her for
future breakfast spot
against KIIS FM's Kyle
and Jackie O Show

Royal family braces for
more revelations as
Meghan promises 'to
talk, unfiltered' in new
podcast - as she opens
up on 'being forced to
work after fire in
Archie's room'

Tammy Hembrow
shows off her VERY flat
stomach and rock hard
abs just two months
after giving birth to her
third child

NBA legend Shaquille
O'Neal reveals why he
thinks the earth is FLAT
'I flew 20 hours and I
didn't tip over!' 

Married At First Sight's
Mel Schilling celebrates
a career milestone by
releasing her own self-
help book

Alessandra Ambrosio

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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flaunts her model
physique in a lavender
bikini as she shares
more snaps from
Montenegro

Jason Momoa is
dapper in a black-on-
black suit on the red
carpet at the Los
Angeles premiere of
See... just days before
the final season debuts

Aspiring chef Brooklyn
Beckham films himself
making a homemade
pizza but fans reckon it
looks 'undercooked'
'Don't quit your day job!' 

Rihanna rocks navy
blue jersey and
checkered trousers as
she steps out with A$AP
Rocky... after rapper
pleaded not guilty to
felony assault

Steve Harvey's
stepdaughter Lori
shows off her sculpted
body in slinky hooded
dress as she attends Me
Time premiere in LA

J-Lo's wedding dress
revealed! Jennifer
Lopez shows off
stunning bridal gown in
FIRST glimpse of
special day with new
husband Ben Affleck

Inside the wildest
season of Married At
First Sight EVER...
including one bride who
infamously 'trashed a
nightclub bathroom'

Angie Kent lands TV
hosting gig on Channel
Nine as she joins the
third season of
decluttering show
Space Invaders

Andy Lee reveals he's
often naked around his
PARENTS and they'll
walk in on him in the
shower just 'for a chat'

MORE DON'T MISS
EXCLUSIVE  RuPaul's

Drag Race Down Under
star Minnie Cooper
reveals the
'disrespectful' moment
that DIDN'T make it to
air on the Stan series

Australian of the Year
Dylan Alcott discusses
life after tennis... and
his plans to 'be more
present' with sexologist
girlfriend Chantelle
Otten

Hamish Blake looks
UNRECOGNISABLE

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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after allergic reaction to
bee sting - as he
compares his swollen
face to botched dermal
fillers

Proud mum Bindi Irwin
breaks down in tears as
she watches her one-
year-old daughter Grace
marvel at a photo of her
late grandfather Steve

Abbie Chatfield says
she's still trying to get
her ADHD medication
right as more stars
come forward with the
disorder

Jenelle Evans teases
new reality show and
confirms she's DONE
with Teen Mom
franchise... 12 years
after first appearance on
16 and Pregnant

The Lord of the Rings:
The Rings of Power final
trailer offers fans a new
glimpse of the
characters who inhabit
Middle Earth

Shirtless Tim Robards
takes his one-year-old
daughter Elle paddle-
boarding in Noosa
'Daddy-daughter
adventures' 

The Masked Singer
Australia: Microphone is
revealed to be a HUGE
star - and it blows the
judges' minds 

John Farnham is
unlikely to ever perform
again after part of his
jaw is removed during
lifesaving cancer
surgery 

Hugh Hefner's ex Holly
Madison says having
sex with Playboy
founder was 'gross' and
a 'chore', revealing he
often wouldn't MOVE -
and made everyone 'call
him Daddy'

Justin Timberlake set
to perform at Children's
Hospital Los Angeles
Gala with Chris Pine
and father Robert
teaming up to serve as
co-hosts

Sunrise weatherman
Sam Mac is put through
his paces before
heading on paternity
leave as he's made to
change a nappy live on
air

Olivia Newton-John's
heartbroken husband
and daughter won't
come to Australia for

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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her cancer charity's
wellness walk says
niece Tottie Goldsmith

Andy Lee reveals
weird detail had to be
Photoshopped out of
his magazine cover
shoot
'I was grateful they did it' 

Jackie O flirts
outrageously with
Shaquille O'Neal during
a live radio interview as
she calls him 'baby' and
says he's her 'favourite
guest ever'

King Kong live-action
TV series heads to
Disney Plus from
producer James Wan
which will explore the
beast's origin story on
Skull Island

Osher Günsberg says
new season of The
Bachelor with three
leading men will 'blow
people's minds' -
following last year's
ratings disaster

Will Smith's popularity
has PLUMMETED
following Oscars slap of
Chris Rock ... according
to Q Scores surveys

The Masked Singer's
most shocking secrets
unmasked: Here's
everything Channel 10
DOESN'T want you to
know about the zany
reality series

Simon Cowell looks
ready for business as
he totes a leather
briefcase and TWO
iPads while out in Los
Angeles

EXCLUSIVE  Joshua
Jackson gets handsy
with model wife Jodie
Turner-Smith as the two
pick up lunch at trendy
organic supermarket
Erewhon

Hillary Clinton opens
up about staying
married to cheater Bill
in new trailer for her
road trip show featuring
Kim Kardashian and
Goldie Hawn

Harry Styles' constant
attempts to make the
world think he's gay to
further his woke
credentials is becoming
tiresome and borderline
offensive
DAN WOOTTON

The Amazing Race
host Beau Ryan lost
ALL his luggage during
filming and had to film
scenes wearing just a

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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Nicole Kidman breaks
the internet: Oscar
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send social media into a
meltdown - but some
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Sir Cliff Richard
reveals devastating
effect of false sex abuse
claims on his state of
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the gym ahead of
clothing label debut

Magic Johnson
DENIES fake story that
he was donating blood
to COVID-19 patients
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teases latest music
video
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green in a flowing one-
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edgy Jean Paul Gaultier
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Instagram glam shots

Meghan's Spotify
podcast promised to
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standards. But BEL
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episode sounded
warning bells from the
start 
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flaunts her abs in a
sports bra and leggings
as she steps out for a
shopping spree in West
Hollywood

Michael Jackson's
nephew Taj FUMES
about Harry Styles
being called the 'new
King Of Pop'... after his
uncle earned the title in
the 1980s
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BUGS, how Nicole
Kidman, 55, achieves
her VERY toned figure -
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ripped biceps and abs

Kate Moss, 48, goes
wild swimming
completely NAKED as
she parades her bare
behind and flashes a
glimpse of her breasts
to promote wellness
brand Cosmoss
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podcast episode
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dear friend' 

Stranger Things' Joe
Keery admits he wears a
DISGUISE to perform
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'It allows me to be less
self-conscious' 
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'busy doin' nothing' in a
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and jeans while out in
Santa Monica

Why these photos of a
young Block host Scott
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the injuries they
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How William and
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Kourtney Kardashian
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souvenirs at a truck
stop
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ageless beauty in a tank
top and tiny leather mini
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Tommy Lee, 59,
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'motherf**king bender'
at the time he posted
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she arrives at the
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The 'nation is holding
its breath' as music icon
John Farnham recovers
from emergency cancer
surgery, says good
friend Richard Wilkins

Meghan is slammed
for 'punch towards
Royal Family' after
taking swipe at being
'labelled' ambitious
when she began dating
Harry in first Archetypes
podcast 

Mystery of Harry and
Meghan's nannies:
Duchess names
Archie's carer for the
first time as she praises
'amazing' woman who
saved him from fire

Finland's PM dances
provocatively with
female model in new
footage from nightclub
where she was filmed
partying with male
singer 

Sarah Hyland looks
elegant in new black
and white photos
showing off her
wedding gown... three
days after tying the knot
with Wells Adams

Sharon Stone, 64,
shows off her very
impressive figure in a
plunging swimsuit as
she enjoys a fun day by
the pool at her Beverly
Hills mansion

Relaxed royal! Crown
Princess Victoria of
Sweden cuts a low-key
figure in a pair of jeans
and a shirt as she visits
a farm in Heby

Emily Ratajkowski
models a pale gray silk
bustier with long pink
skirt in NYC... after
posing in a red bikini
top while holding her
son

EXCLUSIVE  Sandra
Lee sparks rumours that
she's secretly MARRIED
partner Ben Youcef as
they're both seen
sporting 'wedding' rings
during St Tropez trip

Stranger Things actor
Noah Schnapp reveals
he has a temporary
summer job as a
lifeguard 'just for fun'...
before he heads to
college

Elton John gives
sneak peek at his
collaboration track Hold
Me Closer with Britney
Spears during
impromptu performance
at bar in Cannes

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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Noah Centineo debuts
SHAVED head and new
tattoo on the side of his
skull while out in Los
Angeles

Kim Kardashian is a
blonde bombshell in a
new series of photos
with a cryptic message:
'Time will always tell'

Romeo Beckham and
PSG player Jordyn
Huitema enjoy a day out
with his brother Cruz
and girlfriend
Tana Treloar at Disney

Sarah Jessica Parker
displays natural grey
roots as she opts for a
casual look in off-the-
shoulder top with
daughter Marion, 13, in
the Hamptons

Thandiwe Newton
links arms with her
brother Jamie in
London... after she was
'urged to get help amid
marriage breakdown'
and 'bust up with co-
star Channing Tatum'

EXCLUSIVE  Ivanka
Trump holds Jared
Kushner's hand as the
pair don matching black
outfits in Miami ahead
of the release of his
White House memoir 

NRL superstar Nathan
Cleary and girlfriend
Tèah Foot call time on
their short-lived
romance - as the model
unfollows him on social
media

Madonna holds her
finger to her lips as she
poses for sultry shots
with a female pal - who
she was filmed kissing
on her 64th birthday in
Sicily

David Warner is every
inch the doting father as
he goes to reading day
at daughter Indi Rae's
school

Neighbours fans get
one final chance to say
goodbye to their
favourite cast members
in Melbourne 

Gabrielle Epstein
sends temperatures
soaring as she
showcases her flawless
figure in lacy blue
lingerie

Harry, the joker! Duke
of Sussex pops in to

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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Meghan's podcast chat
with Serena - who
greets him with a UK
accent - after crashing
wife's 40th birthday call
with Melissa McCarthy

Lawyer who Nick
Kyrgios had thrown off
Wimbledon's Centre
Court after saying she
had '700 drinks'
launches defamation
case against the tennis
star

Kanye West will NOT
face charges for
allegedly PUNCHING a
fan asking for his
autograph outside an
LA hotel

Brad Pitt and Aaron
Taylor-Johnson show
off their fun sides as
they joke around
together at a Bullet
Train Q&A event in
Kyoto

'I would never have
recognised her': 90s TV
star and lads' mags
favourite Dani Behr, 52,
stuns viewers as she
shows off her
Hollywood makeover on
Lorraine

The Block's Sharon
Johal and husband
Ankur Dogra face
another blow as they fail
letterbox challenge: 'I
don't know how to do
it!'

Brooklyn Beckham
kisses his wife Nicola
Peltz on the neck as the
loved-up pair pack on
the PDA during a stroll

Domenica Calarco and
Ella Ding's podcast is
flooded with scathing
reviews as listeners turn
on the Married At First
Sight stars

Female footy star
Moana Hope reveals her
desperate words to
doctors when baby Ahi
needed urgent help as
he was delivered

Married At First Sight's
Domenica Calarco is
savagely trolled by co-
star for posting endless
self-indulgent photos
while on holiday in
Europe

Married At First Sight's
Olivia Frazer injures
herself moving out of
the house she once
shared with ex-
boyfriend Jackson
Lonie

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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Today's headlines Most Read
Tragedy as the Duchess of Cornwall's
cousin - who was embroiled in one of
Britain's longest divorce battles...
'We could be in a very different place': Rishi
Sunak rues Government's Covid strategy and
says scientists...

Fast track to deport Albanian boat
migrants: Priti Patel strikes deal in new
bid to send illegal Channel...
I'd rather be a narcissist than one of today's
pathetic, self-pitying young women: Her ego
knows no bounds...

What it is really like to have an abortion at
home: The majority of terminations now
take place away from...
Will Prince Harry's 'tell-all' book be delayed
until next year? Rumours swirl that the hotly-
awaited...

The secret signs your other half is having
an affair: As Ryan Giggs admits he's never
been faithful, AMANDA...
Italian man, 36, becomes the first person to
simultaneously test positive for monkeypox,
Covid and HIV

Pupils face 'Wild West' tussle for 6th form
places as experts predict record fall in
GCSEs 
Why did the BBC back down so quickly over
Cummings? Emily Maitlis hits out at Beeb for
apologising over her...

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL: BBC man tackles
'untouchable' Gary Lineker over anti-Tory
comments claiming he would be...
Pictured: Beautician mother-of-one, 33, who
was killed in '100mph' A40 Range Rover
smash - as her family say...

Will scandal spell the END for the Red
Arrows? Elite flying group could be
disbanded by RAF top brass over...
Fears new CO2 crisis will lead to food
shortages after closure of major production
plant 

Chaos at Calais: Thousands of frustrated
holidaymakers stuck in six-hour queues
trying to get to Dover...
Ignore the today's storms - August has been
far drier than normal say forecasters as they
predict one last...

Cycling legends Sir Chris Hoy and Dame
Laura Kenny send their love and
sympathy to fellow Olympian Katie...
Coleen Rooney 'signs multimillion-pound deal
with Disney+ for rights to tell-all Wagatha
Christie...

How a legendary Sydney club will
introduce hi-vis STARING police who will
kick patrons out if they don't...
Dame Deborah James scores posthumous
No1 in the book charts: How To Live When
You Could Be Dead is UK's...

Huckleberry Finn gets trigger warning for
university students over character's use
of the N-word
EXCLUSIVE: Jennifer Flavin is seen for the
first time since she filed for divorce from
Stallone pulling into...

Sylvester Stallone's wife Jennifer Flavin
files for DIVORCE after 25 years and
accuses actor of hiding...
Harvey Weinstein is granted an APPEAL by
court on rape conviction 'after trial judge let
witness testify...

A VERY 'Rocky' relationship: As Sylvester
Stallone's wife Jennifer Flavin files for
DIVORCE after 25 years,...
Even a Hollywood superhero couldn't rescue
Wrexham: CHRISTOPHER STEVENS gives
his verdict on the documentary...

The new Ted Lasso! Social media goes
wild for Ryan Reynolds' documentary
Welcome to Wrexham which sees star...
Get off your phone if you want to be a good
parent! Too much screen time can make you
nag and yell more,...

British Gas boss pledges £12million - 10%

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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of its profits - to help company's poorest
customers through...
Shots that killed Olivia are heard on CCTV as
it emerges police probing her death KNOW
the gunman's identity...

'This picture will haunt you forever':
Heartbroken family tear into 'scum'
gunman who shot dead...
Tragic Olivia's best friend pays heart-breaking
tribute to her 'big sister' who she 'will miss so
much'...

Why I despair for policing today: We need
an urgent reset to restore order in the face
of anarchy, writes...
'One in a million': Cousin of shooting victim
Olivia Pratt-Korbel shares heartbreaking
videos of playful and...

How real target of gunman who shot dead
nine-year-old OIivia was a 'trusted gang
foot soldier' who posed...
Vanessa Bryant sobs openly in court as jury
announces she WON $16M from LA County
after its emergency...

Hot deal! Amazon shoppers say this £22
fire pit is 'perfect' for entertaining on
summer nights - and it's on...
'I was asleep within MINUTES': This £4.50
pillow spray is the trick for falling asleep faster
- and better...

Why scientists say the world must brace
for the big one: New research has shown
there's a one in six chance...
EXCLUSIVE: World Cup stars face bills of up
to £300,000 to secure accommodation for
families in Qatar... and...

Blur 'are preparing to make their music
comeback with Wembley gig to mark 30th
anniversary of Parklife...
STEPHEN GLOVER: My plan to sort the
migrant crisis - and save the Tories... As the
Rwandan scheme has...

Rishi Sunak's 'petulant' attacks on Liz
Truss during leadership race will tear
Tories apart, critics say 
MEGHAN MCCAIN: Does Spotify REALLY
believe Meghan Markle's boring, self-
aggrandizing exercise in...

Harry and Meghan adopt one of 4,000
rescue beagles liberated from a US animal
testing centre: Couple's new...
Meghan's famous friends give her podcast a
free publicity boost: Designer Misha Nonoo
and makeup artist...

Husband accused of kidnapping and
raping ex-wife while holding her hostage
for two days CROSS-EXAMINES her...
Russian strike on Ukraine rail station kills at
least 22 - including an 11-year-old - and
wounds more than...

Did superyacht that sank near Sicily in
dramatic footage belong to Russian
oligarch? Italian media claim...
Our energy bills are rising... but Ukraine is
paying in blood: Boris Johnson warns that
British families...

MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants

Sydney woman who transitioned to man SUES psychiatrist for neglig... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11139585/Sydney-woman-t...
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